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of certain, mostly practical fields; instead, they target the rules governing 
the individual instances within the composition of the phenomenon as a 
whole. Accordingly, grammars bank on repeatability, regularity, and 
structure. 

Diagrams

Unlike grammars, diagrams can be seen as visual formatting devices for 
processes which are themselves invisible and cannot be represented by 
proper objects: a diagram’s main purpose is to make developments imagi-
nable, through the use of pictorial and textual signs. In an article entitled 
“Painting Beside Itself” (October no. 130, Fall 2009), the American art 
historian David Joselit gave a brief but fundamental definition of the 
diagrammatic: “[…] diagrams are entirely devoted to accommodating 
passages from one element to another”. This definition brings transition 
to the fore, but determines neither the content and aesthetic method, nor 
the medium with which to achieve the impression of shifts and relations. 
Though recently also appropriated for fine art practices, picture theory, 
and philosophy, diagrams are more familiar as a device in scientific trea-
tises. However, theosophy, in which af Klint grounded her “thought-
images”, had integrated certain versions of scientific discourse of the time, 
especially evolutionary discourse. And since we know of her sincere inter-
est in mathematics and biology and generally find a strong sense of or 
even need for systematisation, the diagrammatic must have been a  familiar 
approach to her. In addition, we may assume that the artist had realised 
its potential of performing rather than merely presenting research. Thus 
it seemed possible to emphasise development and transition in multiple 
notions: as artistic, social, spiritual, and biographical tokens. 

Today’s interest in the diagrammatic finds itself rooted in different 
traditions within the abstract epistemes. Despite its more general  character 
as exchange form between textual and visual knowledge or, almost on the 
contrary, as a sort of drawing which itself creates knowledge through a 
certain form of representation, there has been a specific tradition of its 
use in the artistic production that accompanied modern abstraction. As 
the American art historian Benjamin H.D. Buchloh wrote in 2006, “The 

diagram would work in analogue to other orders or schemata that abstrac-
tion had recruited for its emerging morphologies.”2 The diagrammatic 
never exists on its own, but always relates to something beyond itself. 
Apart from that, Buchloh strictly separates two lines within early abstrac-
tion, reclaiming the diagrammatic for the secular branch of abstract art, 
thus placing it in opposition to the spiritual reading of abstract art’s 
 origins: “In fact, most accounts of abstract art have asserted the historical 
priority and superiority of paradigms of abstraction that are totally 
 opposed to the order of the diagrammatic, celebrating those that suppos-
edly traced the waves of universal cosmic energy and spherical musicality 
(e.g. Delaunay, Kupka, Kandinsky), or mimetically recorded the body’s 
biomorphic foundation and libidinal flows (from Arp to automatism), or 
claimed to signal, with their shift towards the non-representational, the 
emergence of a revolutionary social egalitarianism, anchored in the uni-
versal laws of geometry (e.g. Mondrian with his grids and Malevich with 
his geometricity).”  In Hilma af Klint, these diverse disqualifications and 
polarisations within establishing the “true” diagrammatic do not work. 
Used as heuristic device and research tool, her diagrams do not fit the 
usual dichotomy between the representational and the non-representa-
tional; in the course of her work, they switch between the two modes in 
drawing and painting, even within the same series. And metaphysics 
comes as a formula combining colour theory with modularised knowledge 
organised through grammars. 

Ornaments, 
Dictates, the Mother’s Mouth

The concept most often mentioned in critical writings about Hilma af 
Klint’s work has so far been the ornamental, which corresponds to the 
first impression of her colourful pictures. Basically a formal figure, the 
ornament is considered to be derived from either a geometrical  vocabulary 
or from plants. Both aspects are obvious in af Klint’s images. The orna-
ment is regarded as a composition with certain abstract features usually 
organised in formal balance in order to accomplish a cohesive entity; 
moreover, it has been regarded as an application and not as an independ-
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ent visual message. In this sense, ornaments and diagrams seem to have 
something in common, which does not mean that they belong to the same 
category of the pictorial. In contrast to the ornament as a closed figure, 
the interrelation-oriented diagram is open to change. While the ornament 
has been the subject of a longstanding discourse, the diagram has only 
recently gained comparable theoretical attention. But if we look at the 
Austrian art historian Alois Riegl’s (1858–1905) concept of Kunstwollen, 
which may be translated as the force driving the evolution of style, orna-
ment no longer passes as a decorative element only. According to his 
famous Stilfragen (1893, translated as Problems of Style, 1992), Kunstwollen 
manifests an art history of mostly anonymously created aesthetic forms 
– in contrast to the ideology of individual authorship and ingenuity in 
traditional art history. 

Af Klint’s imagery presents itself as subject to something, some order 
of belief, probably even of faith. Whether we share these beliefs or not, af 
Klint was not promoting herself as the inventor of her aesthetics, but 
rather as taking dictation from what she called “Higher Masters”; she 
herself spoke of “being taught”. What is dictated, however, defines the 
medium: every medium lays down something heard or seen, but  transforms 
the material by doing so in accordance with contemporary technological 
conditions and standards of visual and verbal language; the  medium is 
the interface between the material and the immaterial. Returning to Alois 
Riegl, we may thus understand his Kunstwollen as a self-less transcription 
of forms over time, according to changes in cultural environments and 
social and spiritual traditions.

Interestingly enough, in af Klint’s earlier work the “Higher Masters” 
seem to have known Goethe and his Theory of Colours of 1810. Her inform-
ants have obviously drawn upon his research and especially his concluding 
chapter VI, entitled “Effects of Colour with Reference to Moral Associa-
tions” (Sinnlich-sittliche Wirkung der Farbe) when giving the order to exe-
cute the visions in yellow, blue and green, as in the early 25-part series 
Primordial Chaos / The WU Roses of 1906–07. 

In Goethe’s theory, colours have symbolic values, a property Goethe 
deployed in opposition to the natural sciences and their supposed concept 
of teleological advancement. Based on physics and the well-known opera-

tive principle of positive and negative, he attributed certain characteristics 
to the elementary colours and their combinations and projected these 
features on to psychic life, and the organic and socio-cultural environ-
ments. Yellow, a positive colour, is regarded as active; the feelings it excites 
are “quick, lively, aspiring”, whereas blue, on the negative side, tends to 
darkness and carries qualities like hesitation and longing. In his colour 
psychology, green – the result of the material mixing of the two elemen-
tary colours yellow and blue – makes the beholder’s eye “repose”. Con-
sequently, the observer has “neither the wish nor the power to imagine a 
state beyond it.” In the Primordial Chaos series, the Masters related 
 yellow, blue, and green to a diagrammatical display. Under their direction, 
Hilma af Klint used the two colours Goethe had understood as the sim-
plest, and their combination, to reveal her vocabulary. Most likely, af Klint 
knew about this concept of colour perception, with its neutralisation of 
contrasts resulting in harmony. In any case, today’s observers find its 
 application in her early work, the work she did before meeting Rudolf 
Steiner (who derived his colour theory from Goethe’s as well). 

It is, however, striking that the dominance of the colours blue, yellow 
and green stops guiding her paintings later on, when we hardly ever find 
the plant-like green as the sublation (Hegel) or sublimation of any pos-
sible physical attraction between the sexes and the probable reconciliation 
of antinomies is displayed in symmetrical compositions in which certain 
graphical and colour elements demonstrate relations, metamorphoses, 
growth – which does not mean that they are generally directed toward a 
result. On the contrary, they embody structural possibility or virtuality 
(Evolution, No. 7, Group 4, The WUS/Seven-Pointed Star Series, 1908). 

Though painted, the Primordial Chaos Series and especially No. 10 (Fig. 
1) is all about an alphabet: writing single characters, specifically the vow-
els, complemented by W as a token for matter and femaleness, while U, 
as the representative of the spiritual – and male – principle, already shares 
a group inasmuch as it belongs to the vowels; putting down lines that 
form spirals, segments of strokes, drawn-through lines, interrupted lines, 
but also lines building charts. It is as if af Klint organised the antagonistic 
vitalism ascribed to the colours, together with what I call the alphabetical, 
in order to make her transcription transparent, as opposed to leaving it 
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in the dubious realm of invisible forces. Af Klint regarded herself as a tool, 
and she shows her tools. It is striking how many pictures carry single let-
ters or whole words, and in some cases numbers as well, next to the or-
namental petals, the egg-shapes, the spirals. These signs resonate with 
ideas of learning: neat letters, simple shapes, clear colours. Af Klint did 
not only act as a medium; she also acted with educational eros or as a 
teacher for disciples in spiritual matters. 

The inscriptions are an integral part of the image. They are executed 
the same way the symbols and ornaments are: the linear, the typograph-
ic, and the painterly all happen on the same plane and often develop into 
one another. The art historian David Lomas wrote in his essay “The Bo-
tanical Roots of Hilma af Klint’s Abstraction” that “The same undulating 
tendril line transforms eventually into a form of cursive callig raphy.”

Thus the symbolic and the imaginary do not operate as opposed signify-
ing regimes, but as a joint effort to bring about the artist’s idea of  spiritual 
truth. Since she worked in series, each set offers a different combination 
of almost the same image material. It shows repetition and comes as an 
experiment, never naming the truth directly but circling around it – hence 

the spiral as symbol and model of the experience of time and direction in 
space. 

In order to introduce ideological changes in literacy at two distinct 
points in time, 1800 and 1900, the German media theorist Friedrich Kitt-
ler has argued with the “mother’s mouth” in his Aufschreibesysteme 1800/ 
1900 (Discourse Networks, 1800/1900, 1986). In German, the metaphor of 
the mother’s mouth involves two organs: the space of articulation and 
the place of conception and giving birth. According to Kittler, it was 
around 1800 that femininity and Nature became synonymous and the 
task fell to the woman of giving birth to the other’s words. From then 
onwards, maternal instructions were directed at her children’s physical 
and mental education borne by the mission of their alphabetisation. 
Around 1800 primers were published addressed to mothers, instructing 
them how to teach their – male – offspring how to read and to write. 
While not having a voice of her own, Mother/Nature became the only 
source of acculturation; her task was to make speak. One hundred years 
later, af Klint worked on the huge and complex project I will call  “spiritual 
alphabetisation”. We observe the role of Nature in her use of botanical 
elements, of plants, the swan, the snail shell and so forth. And we also find 
an ABC-like simplicity and clarity in her means, including the deployment 
of colour and the ornamentally reduced shapes. But first of all, the artist 
had taken on the female role of materialisation herself: She transcribed 
some sort of knowledge of the Other, and she did so through the Other 
– the spiritual guides. Whether this was a woman’s deliberate choice or 
the result of certain bourgeois fashions (which practising séances and 
theosophy at that time definitely were), we should not decide here, be-
cause a close reading of Hilma af Klint’s artistic methods supersedes the 
already problematic judging of any “either… or”.

With all their colourful beauty, Klint’s early forms look ornamental 
but work like diagrams: they were designed as equivalents to spiritual 
transfiguration. While the artist employs stable image orders and applies 
symmetries to the compositions, we also find ornamental figures like the 
spiral supporting ideas of process, of change and transition in her work. 
This is rather structural thinking, but within abstraction structure is a key 
term. It may come as the notorious grid, decades later, or in stylised floral 

Hilma af Klint, 
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For full colour image, see p. xxx.
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arrangements reminiscent of Ernst Haeckel’s Kunstformen der Natur (Art 
Forms in Nature, 1904). Ernst Haeckel was an eminent German biologist, 
zoologist, philosopher, physician, and artist who discovered, described 
and named many new species, mapped a genealogical tree relating all life 
forms, and coined many terms in biology – all of this driven by firm Dar-
winist conviction. Rudolf Steiner, whose treatises in Swedish translation 
filled af Klint’s library, was in an intellectual exchange with Haeckel’s 
ideas of a future coalescence of spirit and matter3, usually thought of as 
excluding each other. Furthermore, he based his cosmology, his idea of a 
“becoming world” – the world has passed through three different stages 
before bringing forth those living conditions we still know today – on 
Haeckel’s recapitulation theory. His biogenetic law, long discredited, said 
that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.4 

As we know, as an artist af Klint started with botanical studies, realised 
in delicate drawings and watercolours; Haeckel’s famous visualisations of 
the species were also the result of both scientific and artistic exploration. 
Besides the fact that the art of drawing was traditionally regarded as a 
feminine art, the decisive distinction between Haeckel and af Klint has 
less to do with the gender difference than with the objective of both aes-
thetics and cognition. De-spiritualising nature while, at the same time, 
naturalising culture in his 1868 History of Creation, Haeckel’s later plates 
in the aforementioned Kunstformen der Natur represent precisely the divi-
sion of nature into species. We find isolated shapes graphically frozen in 
ornaments (Fig. 2). This fossilisation is supported by a certain aesthetic 
somewhere between symbolism and Art Deco. Haeckel’s organisms are 
no longer alive. Though super-attractive in design and colour, they look 
like skeletons. Each of his objects remains distinct in the realm of classi-
fication, charted according to scientific and aesthetic rules. In contrast, af 
Klint’s circles, spirals, egg forms touch or overlap each other, they are 
displayed connected to each other, they develop into each other and thus 
change not only their shapes but also their imaginary functions. We may 
even find signs of participation, in the sense of forms materially grasping, 
overlapping and reaching into each other. In any case, her figurations are 
not subordinated to any genealogical tree, but turn hierarchical depend-
ency into a kind of togetherness. 

Of course, af Klint had a different background, and for a more compel-
ling contextualisation, we have to exchange Haeckel’s Darwin with her 
Robert Fludd (1574–1637), whose Utriusque cosmi maioris scilicet et minoris 
metaphysica, physica atque technica historia (History of the Two Worlds, 1617-21) 
was an important item in her book stock. Fludd was an English physician 
and polymath with a deep interest in astrology, cosmology, the Kabbalah, 
and early Rosicrucianism. He had also devised a colour system, which 
appeared in a work on medicine between 1629 and 1631 and is appar-
ently the first ever printed. The two worlds under discussion are those of 
the Microcosm of human life on earth and the Macrocosm of the universe, 
including the spiritual realm of the Divine. These two realms were imag-
ined as mirror-symmetrically projected on to each other; next to quartered 
figures, we often also find images horizontally divided into halves in af 
Klint’s oeuvre. Fludd’s alchemical cosmology was explained by a series of 
both intricate and beautiful geometrical diagrams. A certain selection of 
them almost always depicts aesthetic and art-historical arguments when 

Ernst Haeckel, 
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1904, plate 44.
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discussing the influence of spiritual ideas on the paradigmatic turn from 
illusionistic picture modes to abstraction around 1900.6 Among the many 
illustrations are a few that resemble tableaux in primers (Fig. 3). The one 
chosen here is an excellent example of the creation of knowledge through 
the transition between the icon and the chart. While the numbers 1 to 10 
are listed one below the other, their iconic representation soon swerves 
from depicting quantities to visual resemblance and semiosis. Number 6, 
for example, is related to two icons: a laboratory apparatus in the form of 
the number 6, and a snail with its shell. It is formal analogies that open 
up the representational system for non-linear thoughts beyond semantics.

If this were true for the early works, it is to be found in af Klint’s work 
of around 1915 as well, though in a more geometric version. Within the 
Swan series, af Klint varied the motif of the cube as a visual equivalent of 
the most pivotal element, the atom, unconsciously taking into account 
the cube’s non-hierarchical structure. Organised in the form of a chain 
recalling the Möbius strip6 in The Swan No. 9, 1915 (fig. 4), the little cubes 
are graphically represented as being seen through. Looking at them that 
way, we will find a better understanding of af Klint’s irritatingly  indifferent 
use of a symbolist aesthetics together with a non-representational matrix. 
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As Rosalind Krauss argues in her essay “Grids” (October No. 9, Summer 
1979), the grid can be seen as “an emblem of the infrastructure of vision”. 
Throughout the 19th century, grids – or diagrams – have appeared as the 
“matrix of knowledge” with regard to optics and scientific research into 
perception, especially concerning colour – we think of Goethe’s famous 
colour-circle, Runge’s colour-spheres (both of 1810), or Steiner’s colour-
system of 1921. Although these different approaches, many of them result-
ing in treatises, primarily focused on physiological optics, vision has al-
ways kept its double meaning – next to physics there are manifestations 
and the metaphysical. 

The Symbolists rejected any relation between art and science only at 
first glance. In fact, they used a rudimentary grid-like or geometric  structure 
when explicitly depicting windows, painting the window’s mullion to 
indicate glass panes – windows being thought to relate the idea of light 
or spirits penetrating the initially dark room to contemporary physiolog-
ical knowledge. “For the window is experienced as simultaneously trans-
parent and opaque,” Krauss writes. Thus, the window in its reduced shape 
– a square divided into four parts – stands for the complex relation  between 

the visible and the invisible, the very relation that is, in its most complex 
sense, af Klint’s pervading theme.7 Two years after the Swan paintings, 
The Atom Series (1917) consists of similar coloured drawings, each drawing 
showing two diagonally segmented squares of different size. Looking like 
a planar short form of the cube-as-atom, subtle differences in their execu-
tion obviously bring forth big differences in signification. Subsequent to 
the annotations belonging to the work, meta/physical processes are re-
corded again, whereas the diagrammatical works quite materialistically, 
like a user’s manual: bright red always stands for glowing… 

Notebook

Another two years later, af Klint returned to botany and called her note-
book no. 588 from 1919 Blumen, Moose, Flechten (Flowers, Mosses, Lichens) 
(Fig. 5). In January 1917 she had written: “Firstly, I shall try to understand 
the flowers of the earth, shall take as my starting point the plants of the 
world; then I shall study, with equal care, that which is preserved in the 
waters of the world. Then it will be the blue ether with all its various 
animal species… and finally I shall penetrate the forest, shall study the 
moist mosses, all the trees and the animals that dwell among these cool 
dark masses of trees…” (as quoted by David Lomas). Annotated in me-
ticulous German and using the scholarly Latin names for the botanic 
species, af Klint did not depict them figuratively, but used non-represen-
tational or abstract modes. Mostly employing a square, a cross, a circle or 
an ellipse, she demonstrates their possible characteristics within a bigger 
system. Delicate little arrows indicate transformations, discontinuous 
circle lines visualise movements, tiny little starbursts cause a form to 
radiate or slightly blurred edges mark a flow.

In this booklet each botanic term is followed by the word Richtlinien. 
When translated i nto the English term “guidelines”, one aspect is miss-
ing. The German Richtung has connotations beyond the notion of guid-
ance; it implies direction, orientation, tendency, hence organising both 
time and space. In addition, Richtung may represent a school of thought. 
Though we will never be able to fully acknowledge af Klint’s spiritual or 
cosmic system, we literally see the lines she is drawing – and here I am 
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pleading for a close reading of the images and against the projection of 
symbolic content to fill the space of invisibility. 

Thus, the very material lines either connect or separate when building 
sections; the colours come in subtle gradations. Today’s observers do not 
necessarily have to be anthroposophists or members of theosophical circles 
to recognise in its diagrammatic visualisation a thinking of progression 
and transformation. Although the transformations aim at a sphere in 
which no direct social or political action is planned, its systematic and 
methodological features may be exemplary for reforming systems of dif-
ferent kinds. They are about the virtual in the sense of making operations 
of the Other thinkable, thus establishing a way of conceiving of nature 
and the supernatural beyond the dichotomies characteristic of classical 
thought and action. Af Klint’s images organise a certain knowledge in-
cluding uncertainties; they are “metaphors for emergence and instability”, 
as the art historian Birgit Pelzer put it.  This knowledge does not come as 
a firm result, but as the presumable effect of forces: forces of nature, 
forces of belief, forces of the body, forces of mental and psychic being. Af 
Klint’s methodological approach to emergence and transformation was 
to choose series and to repeat her image vocabulary in variations. It is 
here where it formally gets close to the ornamental, yet without fulfilling 
ornament’s cultural conditions and functions. 

Self-less Materialisation 
Against Hermeneutics

Yet, what is it that justifies my structuralist approach to Hilma af Klint, 
almost ignoring her belief system, seemingly not taking her notebooks 
and diaries into account with respect to confessions or the like? Instead, 
I was guided by their form and especially the way the artist reports almost 
pedantically, in any case with a convincing lack of sentimentality, her 
experiences with the Masters. There she had also developed her manifold 
constructions of both the gendered and sexual binarism of wo/man and 
the psycho-religious antagonistic forces within the transcendental realm 
of spiritism, theosophy and, somewhat later, anthroposophy, clearly aim-
ing at the integration of oppositions and/or their unification as a third 
figure. However, this is not the mental and biographical picture that the 
Swedish art historian and anthroposophist Åke Fant drew in his 1992 
monograph Hilma af Klint. Okkultismus und Abstraktion (Hilma af Klint: 
Occultism and Abstraction).8 On the one hand, Fant leaves behind the im-
pression of an artist who was certainly no member of the ill-defined cat-
egory of “outsider artist” to which people hearing strange voices are often 
consigned. On the other hand, the author somehow helplessly regrets that 
she was only able to clearly articulate what to do and how to do it, but 
she obviously wasn’t up to explaining the actual meaning of the images. 

Contradicting the conventional idea of any natural bond between 
means, methods, and hermeneutics, the artist saw her task in the materi-
alisation itself. While regularly realising the dictates as a visual and verbal 
de/sign, she herself was eagerly looking for an interpreter, someone who 
would come up with the right message. In this sense, Steiner must have 
been an almost offending disappointment to her: her adored spiritual 
leader, to whom she seemed to have subjected herself completely, refused 
to “read” her imagery. Instead, he generally objected to her method of 
being guided by voices and visions and rejected spelling out her unique 
combination of the discursive and the iconic. Of course, Steiner had been 
given the wrong mandate when asked to approve of specific content, but 
not to do a close reading of her “letter case” and of the uncertain and 
tentative relationships between the artist, religion, the social field, in 
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general to non-egos as provisionally outlined in her visual graphs. Fol-
lowing Åke Fant’s reports of the artist’s philosophical ideas and materi-
alistic proceedings – and their subtext – a lot more must have been about 
spelling, reading, and translating: despite the mediumistic recordings in 
the early séances with The Five – formed around 1887 by five young 
women, two of them artists – af Klint had had to rely on her female com-
panion’s translations from the German since she wasn’t able to master 
the language herself. Throughout her artistic production, there had been 
some sort of communal practice, be it the collaboration with her  spiritual 
guides or with her female friends or co-authors. 

It is this mode of creation together with both a cognitive vision and 
certain aesthetics between the figurative and the non-figurative that 
makes an art position like af Klint’s important today. For that, we do not 
have to acknowledge angels and the like, but we should acknowledge the 
daily lived and artistically practised transcending of the ego and look at the 
alternative of working in communities, probably in sisterhoods, beyond 
the narrow art field. Yet the complex faults which had been at work his-
torically between language systems, occult messages, scientific knowledge, 
and different modes of perception have not come to an end. Consequent-
ly, we have to compare her aesthetics to visual systems of guidance, educa-
tion, and teaching of her time. Shortly before af Klint started her career, 
the American philosopher Charles Sander Pierce (1839–1914) had stated 
in his diagrammatology: “For a great distinguishing property of the icon 
is that by the direct observation of it other truths concerning its object 
can be discovered than those which suffice to determine its construction.”9




